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Bibhishanagita or Dharmarathagita from Shri Ramacharitamanas

షణ అథ ధర రథ తం మచ త నస

వ ర రథ ర । షన భయఉ అ ।
అ క మన సం । బం చరన కహ స త స । ౧ ।
థ న రథ న ం తన పద ం । తబ ర బల ।
న స కహ కృ । ం జయ ఇ స ందన ఆ ।౨ ।
రజ రజ రథ । సత ల దృఢ◌़ ధ ప ।

బల క దమ పర త । ఛ కృ సమ ర । ౩ ।
ఈస భజ ర । ర చర సం ష కృ ।
న పర స పచం । బర న క న దం । ౪ ।

అమల అచల మన న స । సమ జమ యమ ఖ ।
కవచ అ ద ప ర । ఏ సమ జయ ఉ య న । ౫ ।
స ధర మయ అస రథ ం । తన కహఁ న కత ఁ ం ।౬ ।
VibhiShana was disconcerted when he saw Ravana mounted on a chariot and the Hero

of Raghu’s line without any. His great fondness for the Lord filled his mind

with diffidence; and bowing to His feet he spoke with a tender heart: ’My lord,

You have no chariot nor any protection either for Your body (in the shape of

armour) or for Your feet (in the shape of shoes). How, then, can You expect to

conquer this mighty hero?’ ‘Listen, friend:’ replied the All-merciful, ’the

chariot which leads one to victory is quite another. Valour and fortitude are

the wheels of that chariot, while truthfulness and good conduct are its enduring

banner and standard. Even so strength, discretion, self-control and benevolence

are its four horses, that have been joined to the chariot with the cords of

forgiveness, compassion and evenness of mind. Adoration of God is the expert

driver; dispassion, the shield and contentment, the sword. Again, charity is the

axe; reason, the fierce lance and the highest wisdom, the relentless bow. A pure

and steady mind is like a quiver; while quietude and the various forms of

abstinence (Yamas) and religious observances (niyamas) are a sheaf of arrows.
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షణ అథ ధర రథ తం మచ త నస

Homage to the Brahmanas and to one’s own preceptor is an impenetrable coat of

mail; there is no other equipment for victory as efficacious as this. My friend,

he who owns such a chariot of piety shall have no enemy to conquer anywhere.’

(1-6)

మ అజయ సం ర సకఇ ర ।
ం అస రథ ఇ దృఢ◌़ న స మ ర ।౮౦ (క) ।
ప బచన షన హర గ పద కంజ ।

ఏ స ఉప మ కృ ఖ ంజ ।౮౦ (ఖ) ।
‘Listen, O friend of resolute mind: the hero who happens to be in possession of

such a strong chariot can conquer even that mighty and invincible foe,

attachment to the world.’ Hearing the Lord’s words, Vibhishana clasped His lotus

feet in joy. ‘You have utilized this opportunity to exhort me, O Rama, an

embodiment of grace and bliss that You are.’ (80 A-B)

From la.nkA kAnda dohA 80, Ramacharitamanas.
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